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Executive sUEry 

This paper presents a synopsis of selected support schemes for 
'mall-scale industry CSSI) in Southeast and ~st Asia. rt is divided in two 
parts: The f icst centers on programnes which aim at improving the local 
environment in which SSis operate, the second de&ls with prograaaes to remove 
some of the constraints at the enterprise leve~. 

The chapter on the SSI environment contains case studies of industrial 
estates with special services for SSI; programmes promoting linkages among 
SSis and between SSis and larger industries and/or other sectors of the 
ecOD019J; and area development prograaaes which include SSI development schemes. 

The case studies on industrial estates cover the Malaysia Pengkalan 
Cbepa ''Nursery Factory Scheme" and the Ulu Gadut SSI estate near Padang, 
Indonesia. In the first case, the full range of infrastructural provisions 
and support services was made available, in the second a larger share of the 
fixed capital costs bas to be borne by the entrepreneurs. The Pengtalan Chepa 
scbelle bad the advantage over the Padang scheme of being well-located, but in 
the absence of co-operation among the entrepreneurs located at the estate, 
scale economics in buying, production and marketing could not be realized 
which again negatively influenced the performance of individual enterprises. 
Also, the Padang estate was located at a considerable distance from the urban 
•rket provided by Padang.town. The most successful part of the scheme was 
the provision of training services. 

In Indonesia, linkages alll01lg SSis and between SSis and larger 
enterprises also take the form of "foster father" and "cluster" schemes. In 
the former case, a larger scale industry acts as a buyer of SSI output and 
provides SSI support (training, etc.), filling the role normally played by a 
Govel"1Ulle1lt agency. In the Padang study, a scheme is presented of formalized 
contacts between a cement factory at Padang and SSI spare parts suppliers at 
Sungai Puar that had grow•• over the years. The scheme resulted in performance 
improv~ments in the SSis, and through the cement factory's growing orders for 
spare parts to various SSis there was a considerable spread of development 
effects. For an example of SSI 'cluster' co-operation the Padang study draws 
attention to well developed linkages between SSis in the Koto Gadang cluster 
of crafts producers. These strong linkages in part result from strong family 
ties among producers, in part from t!1e long and successfuJ life of the 
scheme. Government involvement was rather restricted; it included training, 
design improvements, technical and managerial support. 

Various area development schemes in Thailand and the Philippines are 
describe~. The Songkhla Lake Basin progra1111e in Southern Thailand aims at 
creating, economic growth away from the Bangkok Central Region. J.a part of the 
overall progra11111e aimed at exploiting the area's natural and human resources, 
the rath~r weak industry of the Basin is to be given a strong boost'. Special 
attention is to be given to the SSI sector to upgrade its performance, 
diverdfr its prod-.ction, strengthen :f.ts linkages and improve its export 
perfol'llllnce. A wide range of •~pport is envisaged: Management supp0rt, 
training,, credit schr.nies, technical services and industrial infrastructure. 
Another ,area progr.- now in preparation ii the Pala.,an Integrated: Area 
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Development Project (PIADP). A r>1ral enterprise project is part of PIADP. 
Under ~his project, the industrial protential of the area is assessed and 
development projects drawn up. Training, technical assistance and industrial 
information is also provided. As in Thailand, meshing the activities of the 
many crg~nizations has proved to be a problem. !he prograBllle co-operates 
with tt.e entrepreneurs in the are.s, and encourages them to co-operate among 
themselves; the direct involvement of entrepreneurs is thought to be a key to 
success. 

ro improve environment-related SSI support schemes, more thorough 
assessments of the actual potential and needs of SSis is essential so as to 
enable "tailor-made" support measures. Costs of support can be reduced by 
co-ordination between support organizations. Greater involvement of 
entrepreneurs and their organizations and co-operation aDK>ng them would also 
enhance the success of SSI development schemes. At the international level, 
the possibilities of region-to-region co-operation deserve to be explored. 

Various enterprise-oriented pr~graanes deal with: entrepreneurship and 
management development, technology support, SSI financing and 
c~,aercialization of R&D. 

'lbe Local Study Mission (I.SM) in the Phiiippines is an example of the 
first type of assistance. It stimulates intensified r.ontacts among 
entrepreneurs through visits to plants cOlllbined with discussions and lectures 
by specialists. !his resulted in 118118gement and technology improvements. 'lbe 
establishment of the Sectoral Productivity Association (SPA) project was 
aootber·~outcome.". I.SK .participants formed co-operation groupings to address 
constraints to ~he adoption of improvements due to the size of their 
enterprises. Meeting big market orders, installation af cert~in production 
facilities, training, management development, etc. were constrainted by the 
size. 'lbe 11e>re lasting associations were those organized for specific 
purposes e.g. joint purchasing of raw materials or j~int ownership of a 
processing facility. In these cases, the associations had a coaaon, 
continuing concern. 'lbere were direct gains for members to be identified 
while on the other hand the operation of the association demanded little time 
input. 

In Malaysia the Technology Display and Resource Centre at Kuala Lumpur 
provides training, information and consultancy and advisory services to SSI. 
Its services are made accessible to entrepreneurs elsewhere in the country 
through study tours and mobile exhibitions. However, severe resources 
constraints make it difficult for the Centre to fully cover the demand, 
especially from outside the capital. 

In the Republic of Korea, the Government has established the Technology 
Support Centre for Small and Medium Industries. Apart from a Transfer of 
Technology Department and a service for general technical support, it disposes 
of specialized foundry and precision machinery centres. Each of these 
departments assists several hundreds of SSI entre11reneurs yearly. The 
Technology Transfer Centre has inten•ive contacts with Japan, the US and major 
European manufacturing countries~ and also with multilater•l organizations. 
Intensive contacts are maintained with en~repreneura. 

I I I 
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l~ck of credit is a colllDOn constrainc of SSis since for coaaercial 
banks, the SSI sector represents a problem. Its wide diffusion and its need 
for great numbers of small loans mate it difficult and costly for banks to 
provide credit. High failure risk, inadequate collateral and poor record 
keeping are other drawbacks. 

In many developing countries Governments or special development finance 
institutions have stepped in to replace private banking as a source of SSI 
credit. The Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand (IFCT), a major 
non-governmental financial institution, allots part of its resources to the 
solution of the SSI credit problem. It created a special small-scale projects 
loan unit in 1984 and introduced in 1986 a prograame to finance export 
production .,dernization. The latter is wholly devoted to enhancing the 
perfonu.nce of carefully selected export-oriented enterprises through a· 
package of assistance research linked to financial support covering all phases 
of a small firm's modernization cycle. 

A country which has been very active in financially supporting SSis is 
Indonesia. The KIK/ICMKP (Small Investllent Credit/Working Capital Credit) 
programme has since 1974 made hundreds of thousands of small enterprise 
loans. These loans, handled largely by the government-owned comnercial banks 
which dominate the banking system, have had a wide r~gional and rural 
outreach. The programme has, however, in recent years suffered from reduced 
funding. Savings and loan associations have been introduced in Indonesia as a 
partial solution to the SSI credit suppiy problem. A very large co-operative 
savings and loans project is now run by the Bank Rakyat Indonesia; it involves 
4 lli.llion-savers··and.1.3 aillion borrowers, though few of th~se so far are 
industrialists. The scheme is also f inancial~y successful and has generated a 
surplus. 

The prOllOtion of lUd> becoaes crucial as SSI grows and .,dernizes. In 
the Republic of Korea, private ll&D has become very illi'Ortant, but for aany 
small enterprises the cost is too high. The Government-owned Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology (ICAIST), among others, therefore assists 
SSI in this respect, on a commercial basis. 

A recent evaluation shows that lCAIST projects involvir.g process 
innovation were comaercially the most successful. An essential condition for 
success was the fact that deftllllld existed for the innovations. There was on 
the other hand a relatively high failure rate when the application of a new 
technology had been pursued -ithout a readily availabile market. 

The actual co1111ercialization of KAIST's R'D is handled by the Korean 
Technology Advancement Corporation (K-TAC), in the form of joint ventures with 
private enterprises. The institute sells off its shares in joint ventures 
after some years; the proceeds are transferred to a revolving fund tc finance 
further ventures. 

In all cases of K-TAC's success, KAIST has continued to support the 
coapanies with second and third generation technologies to keep up with 
technology advancement. 

I I I 
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The chapter concludes with a number of suggestions to improve the 
delivery of support to individual SSis. As in the SSI environment case, both 
the increased direct involvement of and co-operation among entrepreneurs were 
found important, just as a better SSI needs assessment and a streamlining of 
the activities of support agencies. Important contributions could also be 
made by decentralizing support, bringing agency staff in closer touch with the 
actual needs of SSI. At the international level, the involvement of retired 
small-scale entrepreneurs from developed countries in SSI support schemes 
c~uld be expanded. 



1. Introduction 
This document is part of a series of studies of UNIDO's Regional and 

Country Studies Branch on the small scale industry (SSI) sectcr in developing 
countries. In this work particular attenti~n bas been given to the need to 
see the SSI sector not as a static segment but as an acth·e part of a 
country's dynaait industrial transformation process. The establishment of new 
s .. 11 industries' should be fostered and their technological development and 
integration into' the overall industrial production system developed. 

I 

Generally $Sis' contribution to overall economic and industrial growth 
is quite significant, in terllS of value added generation and employment 
generation. The' SSI can also positively affect rural development and thus 
contribute to ste...ing urban i .. igratioo and probleas of congestio1. in the 
large cities. F~tber advantages of SSis are links they can establish between 
agriculture and 

1

industry by utilizing local raw materials and waste products 
even though tbes~ 1ay be available in relatively small quantities. By 
stimulating entr~preneurship and 90bilizing private savings and harnessing 
them for product,ive purposes the SSI sector can become an essential part of a 
dynamic growth p,rocess. though its relative flexibilit/ of production SSls 
can respond rapi~ly to 118rket changes and can support large-scale industries 
by supplying par,ts and components. 

All these ,potential strengths and develo~ntal effects of the SSI 
sector ar.:!, howe,vP-r, not always easy to mbilize and exploit. The SSis' 
development is rally constrained by the very fact that these enterprises 
are siaply not ed to keep the11&elves informed of and to have access to 
resources to ut. 1

• the opportunities for growth. 
I 

The major 'constraints confronting SSI 's are generally: 

- insuff ic'ient knowledge of entrepreneur.. of !llarkets; 

- lov level of process and product technology, lack of modern management 
tecbniq\les and weak links with other enterprises; and 

I I 

- an unfaVourable general 'policy environment, including unfavourable 
legislation and difficult acceH to finance; 

I I 

Governl9e0ts in recognition of the potentials of the SSI sector attempt 
to provide various types of supeort scbelles tn alleviate these obstacles. 
Such SSI develoli-ent sche9es a~~ rural SSI support prograa1es in Asia have 
been surveyed. ,This docU11ent p~esents a brief synopsis of support schemes 
focussing on s~cif ic key aspec~s of SSI development in Southea&t and East 
Asia. 

I 

The~e aspects concern cirstly progra.aes aiming at improving the local 
environment of SSls and secondly programaes aiming at removing various 
con~traiinta. Obviously, support to individual enterprises in terms of 
technical assistance, credit, etc. will have no impact if the enterprise's 
operation is hallpered by external factors. The present document is focussing 
on the 1local in~ustrial and infrHtructural environment, such as linkages 

I I I I I I I I I 111 
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between enterprises and the provision of suitable sites. 'power and other 
collective facilities. the example of the Thailand Songkhla Lake Basin 
indicate$ though. the most essential basis for developme~t oi the 551 sector 
is its linkages to a growing overall economy. thus. dev~lopment of the 
agricultural sector and the resulting growth of rural in~omes and of raw 
materials availability are key stimuli for the 5Sis. 

Also socio-cultural factors are important in the development of SSis. 
Traditional enterprises rely on skills in the family predominently. 
Assistance schemes to SSis or co-operative groupings therefore must ensure 
that they rely on these traditional relationships or networks when introducing 
new measures. 

the impact of assistance tG SSis can be increased by designing this 
~upport according to the actual requrements. Several case studies show, 
indeed, that technical assistance will be effective only 1 if the real needs of 
individual enterprises or specific industries are given maximum attention. 
Agencies and their staff are often not familiar with the'actual problems of 
SSis, especially those in rural areas. There are also many indications that 
support a~encies have become top-heavy and take too little account of each 
others activities. Better co-ordination of activities and a concentration of 
resources :can enable ~he support to be rendered more efficiently to the 
benefits qf SSis. 
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2. Progranmes for the local small scale industry environment 

Various Asian countries have SSI support programmes which focus on 
impro~ing the environment for small scale industries. Thereby the entire SSI 
sector is providerl ~ith collective facilities and linkages to area development , 
progranmes. Some illustrations of such support are presented below. These 
cover industrial estates; linkage progranmes between SSis and between SSis and , 
larger enterprises; and area development progranmes. 

1/ 
2.! THE ~xvRSERY FACTORY SCHE~E" AT PEIGIALAI CHEPA, ~ALAYSIA-

The Malaysian Government bas launched several support programnes to help ' 
modernizing and rationalizing SSls, and to strengthen the role of the 
indigenous small-scale entrepreneurs. The ''Nursery Factory Scheme" was to 
help overcome their specific constraints. These constraints are, above all: 

(i) the shortage of well-designed and aptly located small factory 
premises. Those currently available are generally overpriced and ' 
the rental rates are normally prohibitive as far as the small scale 
enterprises are concerned; 

(ii) the lack of ~nagerial expertise and technical know-how; 

(iii) the lack of marketing expertise, contacts and outlets; and 
I 

(iv) the lack of business guidance and integrated financial assistance., 

Under the scheme, a number of suitably designed factory premises are 
built in a specific area where an integrated system of financial, advisory and , 
technical support is provided to assist participating small-scale bumiputra , 
enterprises or entrepreneurs. The Bank Pembangunan Malaysia Berbad (BPMB), a 
Government-owned development bank, provides the premises and co-ordinates the 
provision of other basic utilities. After construction the factory units 
(numbering between 15 to 30), are let at subsidized rates to local 
entrepreneurs. 

In the Pengkalan Chepa Jcheme the units (of various sizes) are equipped' 
with water and electricity supply. A major shortcom~ng was, however, that 
telephones had even after three years not yet been installed. Moreover, a 
proposal to provide machinery for coamon use by two or three units had not 
been implemented. BP~ provides training, management support, finance, 
technical know-bow, ensures the effectiveness of th~ scheme, and other support ' 
services. A scheme manager and supervises c1osely the progress of each ' 
entrepreneur. The grouping of small enterprises clearly enhances the 
interaction between entrepreneurs. ' 

l/ 
I I I I I 

Baaed on "Su,11 1c;:ale industrial development in, Malaylia: The c~se of tfle , 
'Nunery Fact,ory $cheme' in Pengkalan C~epa, Keiantan" (t-:, be i~sued -
see list of references). 
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When an entrepreneur is successful, and has built up his business ~he 
subsidy element granted by the Bank vill be gradually decreased. Once BPMB is 
satisfied that he can survive without assistance from the bank and other 
related government agencies he will be requested to relocate his manufacturing 
activity outside of the scheme. The factory unit so vacate~ will then be 
allocated to a new entrepreneur. 

The Pengkalan Chepa estate is the first attempt to implement this type 
of scheme. If it proves successful, in terms not just of pure commercial 
econt.>111ic calculation but also of social costs and benefits, other scheme of 
this type are likely to be built. 

The reasons why Pengkalan Chepa vas selected as the site for the first 
nursery scheme are firstly the presence of a previously established industrial 
estate which might provide linkages; secondly the proximity to Kota Bahru, the 
Kelantan State capital was seen important; and thirdly there vere good 
infrastructural facilities including an airport. 

The selection of the enterprises had been made by BPMB and a 
representative of the Small Enterprise Division (~ED) of the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry. A first category of entrepreneurs was selected on the basis of 
their previous experience with ''backyard factories" and their capability to 
provide a "demonstration effect" for the second category of new enterprises. 
Preference was given to entrepreneurs who were able to finance at least 10 per 
cent of the project cost (excluding land and premises); This share has to be 
paid in cash and is meant to fully coanit the entrepreneur to the project. 
Loans·were given for five years, with a one-year grace period at rates 
slightly below market rates. The unit's equipment and some other form of 
property (usually land) served as collateral. 

Projects were chose~ on the following criteria: 

- They must be technically feasible, financially sound and economically 
viable in the context of the 'nursery factory scheme'; 

- T~tal net assets or shareholders' funds must not exceed M$250,000; 

- The total of full-time paid employees must not exceed 25. 

BPMP's management of the project was entrusted to a Management Coanittee 
comprising all departmental heads of the Bank and a representative of the SEO 
of the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 

1'he major, functions of the Manag~ment Coaaittee were as follows: 

' 

i(i) to formulate policies relat~ng to the scheme; 

(iii) to appr .ve: 
- the e;tablishment of new schemes 
- the appointment of the Scheme Manager 
- the selection of scheme participants 

the reallocation of successful ,enterprises; and 

II I II 
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(iii) to ensure that each scheme functions accorjing to the prescribed 
concept and policie~ through continuous assessment of each scheme's 
performance. 

The last item seems to be the most important function in the Pe~gkalan 
Chepa project. As a 'pilot project' its success will determine the future 
role of the 'nursery factory scheme' concept. 

To ensure effective planning and monitoring, four BPMB departments have 
been involved in the implementation of the scheme: 

- Research and Development; 
- Technical and Engineering; 
- Entrepreneuri1l Development; 
- Property Unit. 

While the first three support the operations of the enterprises on the basis ' 
of their own specialization, vith the Research and Development Department 
functioning as the general administrator, the Property Unit is in charge of 
facilities. Everyday administration, assistance and supervision are in the 
bands of the Scheme Manager and bis staff. 

A survey cf the scheme in 1986 showed that 11 out of the 17 enterprise~ 
on the estate were involved in food processing, and that these were on the ' 
whole the largest and most advanced enterprises. Average sales of the food : 
processing, indeed, were M$ 12,681 as opposed to M$ 10,250 for the others, aqd 
five-.entrepreneurs bad received formal business training whereas none of the , 
other industries had trained entrepreneurs. Labour intensity vas highest in, 
t~e non-food enterprises: their average employment vas 15.6 as opposed to 5.2 
for the food processing industries. Unskilled labour predominated, and 
on-the-job training was all that vas considered necessary for the type of wo~k 
being done. The majority of enterprises disposed of less than M$ 50,000 
equity; the average size of investment loans supplied by BPMB was 
approximatelr M$ 39,000. Few entrepreneurs bad sufficient working capital, 
and BPMB supplied loans with an average size of M$ 23,000 for the purpose. 
Lack of working capital became a major problem of the SSis as a result of 
inadequate financial management and low sales (moreover often made on credit). 

Several production and technical inadequacies were identified'at the 
estate. These were mainly problems related to the scale of the operation. 
The enterprises did not have the capa'city to exploit economies of scale in 
areas such as the procurement of raw materials, and the production and 
distribution of their products. Although joint procurement and marketin~ 
arrangements can alleviate the problems associated with the small scale of 
operations, such arrangements were almost absent or poorly organized. 

I I 

Most of the entrepreneurs seeme:d to be aware of the need for ~uality 
control,, as an important determinant ,for keeping competitiveness an~ market , 
ahares. , However, quality control wer,~ sometimes hampered by the lo" technic~l 
knowledge. Lack of quality ~ontrol ~~s particularly prevalent in t~e food 
processi,ng enterprises with a high pe,rcentage of products being r'!tµrnec,t. 

' 

Host entrepreneura were constrainted by inadequate technical knowledge, 
particularly for selecting of machine,ry and equipment. Neverthelesa, in most 
cases, the Malaysian 1Agricultural ReHaroh and Development Inatitute (MARDI), 

I I II I I Ill 
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and the Standar~s and Industrial Research Institute of ~laysia (SIRIM) were 
consutted only after t~e equipment or machinery had been purchased. 

Sixty p~r cent of the entrepreneurs indicated that technical proolems 
a&sociated with the purchase and usage of machinery constituted the major 
problems in production. The lack of technical knowledge made it difficult to 
detect defects of their equipment and machinery in time before major 
breakdowns and production stoppages occur. The presence cf a reliable 
engineering fa~ility at the estate might have remedied this proolem. 

During the survey period, 3 enterprises were not in operaticn while 5 
had either been inoperational or phased out of the scheme. The major reasons 
for these enterprises to become inactive were disagreement among business 
partners, financial mismanagement, and inability to expand markets. 

Inputs were generally acquired from Kota Bahru, against cash and without 
formal buying arrangements. Joint procurement arrangements could have lowered 
both transport and purch2sing costs, hut such arrangements were not 
established. 

The major markets outlets are in Kota B3h~u, other districts in Kelantan 
State and the public sector (through Government contracts). Especially the 
food sector had problems in expanding sales due to hard competition on 
saturated markets. 'Lack of product promotion and exposure were the next most 
important reason for low sales. Backward or forward linkages with larger 
industries in the area do not appear to be ~'.rtl<>rtant. 

Z.Z PROMOTION OF ~MALL SCALE INDUSTRIES IN THE WEST SUMATRA PROVINCE, 
l/ 

IIDOHESIA-

Small scale industry promotion schemes in Indonesia include: 

- grouring of, SS Is on industrial estates (Ulu Gadut); 

- "foster '.:ather" schemes involving formal and informal industries 
(Sungai Puar); 

- SSI clusters (Kota Gadang). 

(a) The Ulu'Gadut SSI estate 

The Ulu Gadut SSI e'state near Padang was designed for enterprises 
serving intemctional and' national markets and units working for the local 
market. As part of a modernization and promotion drive for SSis, the estate 
was planned in 1981 and c'ompleted in 1984. Both types of industries were 
expected' to become' intens'ively linked to some medium-scale inciustries also 
located ~t the estate, the so-called strata-one industries. These would 
provide ihe vari~u~ inputs needed by ~export-oriented SSis, or strata two 

l/ 
I I I I 

Ba4ed on "frc;>motioq of small-scale industrial 'development in the West 
I I I 

Suniatra Pr9vinc~, ~ndonesia" (to be issued - see list of references). 
I I I 
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industries. The products would be marketed by the strata-one enterprises. 
The strata-three industries verP ~hose operating the local-market; in 
principle their supply/marketing relationship with the strata-one enterprises 
would be the same. 

The emphasis was to be on export-oriented industries mainly using 
resources availahle in the region. The export of semi-finished or finished 
goods instead of raw materials were expected to enable the penetration of nev 
markets increase the region's income, and create employment. Relying on local 
raw materials ~~uld reduce the supply problems of industry. By linking the 
SSis to medium-scale industries with their more experienced management and 
external contacts and through the provision or upgrading of production 
facilities, the problems of SSis to produce for non-local markets were to be 
overcome. 

The production lines selected for the industrial estate were based on 
timber, rattan and leather processing. These materials are widely available 
in the region, and so is skilled manpower for their processing. These 
product-lines have considerable export potential. The strata-one industries, 
besides exporting their own semi-finished products (rattan splits and sawn 
timber), would also supply the strata-two units producing furniture and shoes. 

The product choice was thus quite narrow. This would limit the range of 
required facilities and machinery and thus reduce the cost of the estate. It 
was expected that in the long run 10 strata-one industries would locate at the 
estate, creating forward linkage effects for some 50 strata-two and 200 
strata-three units •. 

The management of the Ulu Gadut estate is handled by the Small-scale 
Industries Centre (Pusat Pengembangan Industri Kecil (PPIK)) a special 
authority established by the Department of Industry. During the preparatory 
phase, PPIK had the responsibility for preparing the feasibility study 
including the industrial plant design and searching candidates for the 
estate. During the construction period, PPIK advised and guided the 
participants in designing the plant lay-out, constructing the build~ngs and 
equipping them. At the operational level PPIK provides various fac~lities to 
support the development of the small-sea .: industries. the governDl!nt 
facilities cover a wide range of "software" and "hardware" services, the 
latter including basic industrial equipment and technical support. , 

High expectations existed with regard to penetrating international 
markets through the strata-one industries when the estate opened in, 1984. The 
available premises for strata-two industries were therefore soon all taken. 
The strata-three industries were not strongly attracted by the estate, as the 
distance to the urban market, Padang town, was tco large. After three years, 
the strata-three tim~er and rattan industries had all stopped operations at 
the estate, while the nt'"'"'er of l~ather-working (mainly shoe-making') units 
dropped to one-half of the 1984 numb£r - which again was half of the long-term 
total expected. Stagnation in international markets led to reduced' exports by 
the strata-one lndu•~ries. Rattan exports did well, but this product should 
h.ve been supplied to the strata-two industries who therefore WPre forced to 
r'ly on irregular supplies of inferior material. This again negati~ely 
i~fluenced their competitiveness. The expected linkages between industries 

, w're not established. ' 
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Essential facilities at the estate vere provided by the Government. The 
remainder had to be provided by the industries the&Selves, and here the SSls 
vere at a distinct disadvantage, vith the difficulties of getting access to 
credit. It proved, however, to be more difficnlt for the larger enterprises 
than for SSI to mobilize sufficient vorklng capital. Once the units vere 
~perating, working capital needs of the SSls are low. The problems were 
compounded by delays in acquiring forest concessions which led to production 
bottlenecks. In turn, this reduced sales and the reduced profits caused loan 
repayment arrears. Although the rather dismal financial performance of many 
units is due to a ~ariety of reasons, the approval of a recent application for 
a collective forest concession would certajnly help to improve the performance 
of the industrial estate. 

Traini·Lg was one of the successful elements in the Ulu Gadut scheme. It 
was rec011Dended by the strata-two and strata-three industries to expand this 
programae. Training outside West Sumatra was very costly and could thus be 
attended only by a few participants. Guided by these considerations, several 
training progranmes vere conducted at the estate in 1986. For the 
mediU1B-scale industries the training services were less essential, as they 
produce unsophisticated intermediate goods which require few special skills. 

(li) The Sungai Puar "foFter father" scheme 

The "foster father" scheme attempts to link small industries in their 
individual locations, with large-scale enterprises. This large enterprise 
acts as a buyer of the SSI output, and fills the supporting role (otherwise 
play~d by the Government in estates) by providing training, supervision and 
consultancy to SSis. It was expected that the lint would help small industry 
to grow essentially through "trickle down" effects.· 

In the Sungai Puar case, contacts were established between the Padang 
Cement Factory (~.T. Semen Padang) and the Sungai Puar village SSls in the 
metal working branch. The reason was that the expanding cement factory could 
not be adequately supplied with sufficient spare parts by its own workshop and 
therefore had to rely on outside suppliers. Thus, in 1983 the Regional Office 
of the Department of Industry established formal contacts between the factory 
and suppliers. 

The SSls at Sungai Puar had since long been producing simple 
agricultural equipment for the regional market. Quality was not very 
important, and scrap iron could generally be used as raw mate~ial. The cement 
factory, however, imposed high quality standards for its required spare parts, 
and as a consequence high quality raw materials had to be used. Initially, 
production for the cement factory involved two Sungai Puar SSis. By 1986 this 
number had risen to four. Total production for the cement factory increased 
from Rp.4 million to Rp.14 million. In spite of the rapid expansion, however, 
the Sungai Puar workshops could not produce all the spare parts needed so 
other producers favourably located where also contacted, such as SSis in 
Bukittinggi and Padang. 

The cement factory provided training to the Sungai Puar worker•, 
improved management skill• and producti~n method• and helped the SSI• to 
procure proper raw material1. The quality of the product• wa1 thus raised, 
and the small indu1trie1 learned to make deliverie• within the agreed time 

I I I 
11 I I 
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limits. Although the heavy dependency on the cement factory as the major 
buyer of output was a drawback, the expected "trickle down" effects were in 
part realized and a contribution was made to the "growth with equity" 
concept. Tt.e strong position of the cement factory in the regional market 
thus helped to encourage the small enterprises. The fact that the large and 
small enterprises were not competitors for inputs, made this schetne 1DOre 
successful than the Ulu Gadut industrial estate. However, the p~oblem remains 
of diversifying the markets of the small industries. ' 

In co-operation with the Food Crop Extension Service, the ~ement factory 
also trained the SSI workers in new production techniques for agricultural 
equipment, but competition is so strong in this subsector that the production 
volume at Sungai Puar has remained very limited. 

The only financial link between the cement factory and the,SSis was cash 
on delivery payment. A short-term credit arrangement was available mainly for 
purchasing raw materials, but the workshops never used this credit and 
financial operation costs from their own re~ources. 

The "foster father" link did not go so far as to provide credit for 
capacity expansion of the Sungai Puar workshops. Instead, as indicated above, 
orders were placed elsewhere when the need for spare parts exceeded the 
existing production capacity. Had the Sungai Puar metal worl.ers' invested (or 
~een able to invest) in expanding the production capacities, they might have 
been able to secure a larger share of the quickly growing demand' of the cement 
factory. The advantage of the present allocation system is on the other hand 
that.orders were distributed among a larger number of SSis, and that thus the 
"equity development" principle could be attained. 

(c) The cottage industry "cluster" scheme at Kota Gadang 

The third approach - the household and cottage industry clµster (sentra 
industri kecil) - has been used to strengthen the smallest indus~ries in the 
country, usually on a co-operative basis. Linkages were stimula~ed among the 
cottage-scale enterprises themselves. The basis for Government ~ssistance 
would be existing industries in and around a specific location. ,The 
relationship between these industries was strengthened through the provision 
of training, equipment, raw materials and marketing services on the basis of a 
cluster of industries engaged in identical production lines. Production was 
based on local crafts, i.e. embroidery and silverware-making. Focussing on 
identical industries simplified the support efforts. 

The origin ~f the scheme at Kota Gadang goes back several decades. The 
strong ties that have developed between the units and with the private 
training and marketing institute (Kerajinan Amai Setia-KAS) as t~e centre of 
the scheme in its origin'al form, have proved essential. Recruit~nt of 
workers is along family 'lines, and this has provided anot~er ele~nt of 
stability. 

The training and marketing ins:itute (KAS) was used as the'main tool for 
' 'modernization and expans'ion. Modernization included the introduCtion of new 

1

designs since the units 
1

had previously only relied on traditionat. local 
: :design. :Assistance also covered training, technic~l and manager~al support 
, ,and mark~ting. Althoug~ the authentic, traditional type of craf~ is now 

I I 11 
111 11 
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gradually disappearing, the market for the products has grown. Much of the 
output is sold in ButittinF;i, a nearby major town which also serves as a 
source of raw materials. -he main c~nstraint on further expansion vould seea 
to be the shortage of skilled worker~, as a high degree of artistic training 
is needed to create a good product. , The problea is partly being alleviated by 
involving household and cottage prodµcers in nearby villages. 

I 

The scheme now has the legal fpna of a foundation. Its financial 
resources have mostly consisted of cpntributions from the individual 
participating cottage industries to ,the COlllllOn fund. For external funding, 
ICAS relied as much as possible on grants and related types of finance. Bank 
credit was avoided in order not to be burdened by interest pa,.ents. The 
funds are in part used to provide interest-free loans and raw materials to the 
participants. The profits on sales 1are distributed among the participants on 
the basis of individual shares in p~oduction and sales, after loan repa,.ents 
and cOBllOn fund contributions have been accounted for. Earnings are 
sufficiently high to enable participants to generally finance their own 
operations; credit requests to the foundation are rare. Govenment 
intervention has all in all been very limited. 

2.3 PROftOTIOI OF SftALL AID ftEDIUft'IIDUSTRY II THE SOIGIBLA :AIE BASii, 
1/ 

TBAILAID-

In Thailand, 90 per cent of industrial output is generated in the 
Central Region, in and around BangkOk. Although the disadvantages of 
agglomeration will appear sooner or:later in the form of rise in land prices, 
wages, transportation cost and poll~tion abatement cost, individual 
industrialists prefer the metropoli~an area because in the non-.etropolitan 
regions the investment environment is inferior with few well-equipped 
industrial estates, low-F~illed manpower, transport problems, poor urban 
services, and a limited market size, Thus, industrial development in the 
noo-.etropolitan regions can hardly, be achieved without govern11ent support. 

On the other hand, South Thailand clearly represents an excellent 
opportunity for decentralized development. Its availability of manpower and 
raw materials, and the suitable geographical location for international trade 
constitute clear advantages. The other issue, is that the region's traditional 
resources such as wood and fish suffer from overexploitation. In the Sixth 
National Economic and Social Development Plan1 (1986-1990) one of the main 
objectives of regionalization is to' open the Southern region economy to world 
competition, to disperse industrial' development to this region, and to 
increase efficiency in natural resource exploitation and in environmental 
management. Particular attention has been given to the development of 
Songkhla/Raadyai as an economic and' administrative centre. Transportation and 
comaunication systems will be set u'p to estab'lish the links with the Eastern 
Coastal area of Surat Thani and the' Western Coastal area of rhuket. 

I 

.LI' , , la•ed on "PrOllOtion of sMll 'and l'lediwl scale industrial develop11ent in 
' the Songkbala Lake ladn, So~th Thailanct" (to be iHued - He list of 

I I 

' references) • 
I 

I I 

I I I 
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Apart from the particular reference to the Southern region in the 
current national Five-Year Development Plan. no specific Southern region 
development plan exists. It would indeed be essential that a long-to
lledi~tera progr...e be elaborated for industrial development of the Songkhla 
Lake Basin area. Such progr...e could provide a framework for support 
measures and prollt\tiooal activities. 

The Songkhla Lake Basin is characterize~ by industries C3ptive to their 
location either serving the local market of the region or pr~cessing local 
producP. Predominantly indus~ries are prOducing for exports using local 
resources. In addition metalworking. co1.;truction and woodworking industries 
exist. which produce for the local markets. In the case of woodworking 
industry such as furniture industry, also exports production exists. 

The local industries generally lact versatility and technological 
sophistication. Basic industries like chemicals and textiles are 
underrepresented, as are engineering industries and assembly operations. 
Accordingly, there are fev subcontracting possibilities, which could have 
contributed to upgrading the small metal ~orking and machine repair shops. 
The region is well-connected to the rest of Thailand and Malaysia, but if the 
region is to becOlle a 11ajor exporter, port and airport facilities will have to 
be further developed. Also the internal infrastructure (including power 
supply) needs much improvement. 

A large part of the manufacturing activities in the area takes place in 
the informal sector. which accounts for some 50 per cent of industrial 
e11plo,.ent •. In the foreal sector, medium and especially s.all-scale industry 
dominate. Special attention to the small and medium industry (SMI) sector is 
thus required if the area's development potential is to be mobilized. 

In the long-tera the current industrial base might, however, not be 
, suf f icie.1t to guarantee sustained industrial growth in the area, especially as 
, the expansion of supplies of locally available raw materials are limited. On 
, the other hand the area's human resources represents a great asset to future 
, industrial development, in particular for entering into advanced technology 
, and Engineering industries. Engineering industries indeed represent a 
, strategic line for further industrial development. 

A natio"~l WQrkshop held in July 1987i/ noted that the Lake Basin 
, area's metalworking sector is presently in an embryonic stage. Products are 
, of relatively low quality and low technological level. It was stressed that 
1 the :~ctor deserves special attention. 

Within the framework of the National Development Plan overall planning 
' and promotional activities in the Songkhla Lake Basin area are pursued by the 
' National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB), the Ministry of 
' Industry and the respective Provincial Governors' Office (Songkhla and 
' Patthalung). The NESDB operates a Southern Region Development Centre while 

I ~/ See Recoaaendations of Workshop on Promotion of Small and Medium ScalP. 
Ind~trial Development in the Songkhla Lake Basin, South Ttlailand, held 
6-7 July 1987 at Raad Yai, organized by the In~ustrial Man~gement Co. 
Ltd. of IFCT and UNl&O. 
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the ~inistry of Industry runs Provincial Industry Off ices at Songthla and 
Phatthalung. The Industrial. Economic and Planning Division of the Ministry 
of Industry maintains the Southern Industrial Development Centre (SIDC) and 
the Department of Industrial Promotion, the ~inistry of Southern Industrial 
Promotion Centre (SIPC), both at Songkhla. The activities of the SIDC are 
primarily concentrated on monitoring industrial development. Government 
support is not functioning fully satisfactorily. Entrepreneurs are critical 
because of complex regulations of Government agencies, the overlapping 
activities of the various agencies and the shortage of qualified agency 
personnel at the national off ices. 

The ~romotional activities of SIPC inciude: 

- dissemination of infon1ation on invest11e11t opportunities; 
- resource management; 
- technology dif ffusion; 
- management training; 
- still iaprovement; 
- credit and tax facilities. 

Data on investment and market opportunities are provided by SIDC, SIPC, 
the Office of the Board of Investment (in Bangkok) and the IFCT Southern 
Regional Office at Raad Yai. 

It has recently been decided that an industrial information service 
centre will be established in each Pr~vincial Industry Off ice. The Centre is 
to ensure that information required for investment decision be diseainated, 
and that advisory services be provided on rules and regulations, industrial 
siting, machinery and instalment, source of rav material, funding and 
marketing. 

Until nov the limited support given to industry in the Songkhla Lake 
Basin area has been largely 'supply-led'. Ext>erience in other regions of 
Thailand, however, suggests that a thorough demand analysis is required for 
the identification of proper facilities and support services neededi/ by 
both existing enterprises and new projects. Thorough analysis of the proble11S 
and bottlenecks is, indeed, essential for designing a progra...e to be actively 
supported by the entrepreneurs. Great care should be taken to detecaine the 
~ of support facilities to be provided, the schemes to be set up (e.g. kind 
of servicP.s to be rendered by support agencies), and the role to be played by 
organizations of the private sector itself. 

'lbe analysis of the needs of industrial enterprises for support should 
concentrate on management, finance, sales and supplies, 'technology and 
production processes as well as infrastructural requirements such as land, 
coaaunications and public utilities. The analysis shoutd also cover the 
required organizational set-up in terms of entrepreneurial associations etc. 
and the public measures needed to increase growth and international 
competitiveness of the small and medium scale industry. ' In addition 
"s~ciality zones" may be set up, tailored to the specific requirements of 
export industries, small scale industries, agro-process~ng industries, 

~/ This approach has, for instance, been very succes,ful ln the recent 
UNIDO project supporting the ind~:tries of Villa ~l Sa~vador in Peru. 

I I I I 
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industries based on i11p<>rts; industrial servicing establishments (such as 
maintenance and repair, printing facilities) etc. 

As part of the area's resource base is suffering frOll over-exploitation, 
resource management and improvement schemes have been formulated. Apart from 
a rubber replantation programme undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Co-operatives, the Song&hla Rubber Research Centre is supporting R&D in the 
area of rubber plantation and proces~ing. The increasing importance of 
aquaculture as an alternative source of raw .ateridl has been recognized as an 
essential measure to halt the depletion of marine resources. The National 
Institute of Coastal Aquaculture, Songkhla, of the Department of Fisheries 
takes initiatives in R&D and dissemination of hatchery technology. Ibe 
Department of fisheries is prOllOting the contract farming system by inducing 
large firms to .ate contractual arrange9e0ts with s .. 11 farmers. The Prince 
of Songthla UniVP.rsity plays an iaportaat role in monitoring environmental 
developments (as follow up of the Songlthla Laite Basin Planning Study made by 
the National Envic009ellt Board and NESDB). ihe University is also sponsoring 
co-operation in the engineering field, such 1s in computer-aided 6pplications. 

The Southern Industrial Promotion Centre pcovides industrial services 
and support. It relies heavily on Bangkok-based divisions with regard to 
technical information, research and technical staff for training. Thus, in 
collaboration with the Bangkok-based Ind..-trial Services Division of the 
Department of Industrial Promotion (DIP) basic courses in fibre-glass making, 
chroaiua plating, and boiler control etc. have been organized. In 1985, five 
technical courses were conducted for some 300 participants. Technical 
information service is offered upon request. The performance of the Centre, 
in spite of severe resource limitations can be described as good and the staff 
is well accepted by the entrepreneurs. 

Management training (provided by the Bangkok-based Management 
Development and Productivity Division of DIP) is concentrated to urban areas 
and includes consulting work, training and demonstrGtion. The training 
courses are usually organized in direct co-operation with the Southern 
Industrial Promotion Centre. In 1985, three courses on modem •nagement 1 

technique, filing, and accounting were organized with 140 participants. An 
entrepreneurship development programae appears to have been quite effectiy~. 
Many young businessmen have attended courses on management techniques, 
technology and marketing information. The courses also provide a platform 'for 
the exchange of information. All in all, however, resource constraints 
seriously limit the Centre's work. 

The Institute of Management Education for Thailand Foundation (IMET') '- a 
private institution - has co-operated with the public National Institute of 
Development Administration (NIDA), in strengthening the secretariat of the' 
Provincial Chambers C"f Conierce. Modern management courses are being ' ' 
organized for entrepreneurs in regional areas. In addition, consultancy : : 
services are provided upon request. Each consulting team consists of an ,I~ET 
co-ordinator, a university lecturer, and an experienced businessman. IME~, 

, also has plans to launch a young business and civic leader progr&Jlllle whic~, 
' would complement the entrepreneurship development prograaDe conducted by 
' Ministry of Industry. 

Job-oriented training is provided by the Southern Regional Office o,f , the 
' National Institute of Skill Development at Songkhla. A wide array of courses 
' is' offered. In FY198S, the Institute trained about 1,400 persons. Among, the 

11 I 
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successful programaes are the training courses in mechanical and electrical 
stills, wood and metal working, lasting fr'lm 4 to 14 months. These training 
courses are practical and job-oriented but seea not to be well known among SMI 
entrepreneurs. 

Credit is provided by the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand 
(IFCT), in the fora of 111edium- and long-tera loans. the aini .. and 11aXisum 
loans for small projects are 0.5 acd 5 million baht. During 1984-86, IFCT 
financed i3 projects in Songthla Pro~ince vith the t~tal loan amount of 33.3 
•illion babt. The a~erage loan size vas between 2-3 •illion baht per 
project. Projects include smoked rubber, concentrated latex, brick, cement 
products, plastic products and refined palm oil. In addition, the industrial 
credit guarantee scheme provides guarantees for working capital and overdrafts 
for businesses with fixed assets of less than 10 million baht. 

During the abovementioned national workshop teen interest was expressed 
in the possible establi&hllent of region-to-region co-operation involving a 
region in a developed country with UNIDO playing a catalytic role. The 
possibilities of initiating a si•ilar scheme in the Songtbla Late Basin area 
are to be explored. Steps to be taken would include: 

- Identification of a partner region in a developed country 

- Appraisal of the potential for co-operation in the two regions; \ 

Discussions between officials and industrialists of the two regions, 
UNIDO acting as a go-between and catalyztr; 

- Establishment of a co-operation prograaae comprising coaaercial and 
industrial investments and support for training prograaaes and 
~esearcb, especially in the field of small and medium scale industry 
development. 

2.4 PROJIOTIOI Of SllALL SCALE HD RURAL I!fDUS!iIES II PALAWAI Ptov:11cE. THE 
l/ 

PBILIPPIIES-

The Philiprine Government administration sees the promotion and regional 
dispersal of small and medium industries as an important means for alleviating 
poverty in the country. Small scale enterprises are seen as pursuing a 
development pattern consistent with the co1111Unity's natural and human 
resources endoV11ent. Th'! proliferation of many small scale enterprises is 
also expected to contribute to an equitable distribution of wealth 'and power 
and to rural development process. 

One of the country's i~ land provinces, Palawan, is the locus 'of an 
Integrated Area Development ~roject (PIADP). The province i& rich 'in natural 
resources but is, so far, on ,the margir of national development. The PIADP 
includes agricultural developnt, inlrastructure, social and health 
services. The Rural Enterpr~se Develcpment and Rural' Employment Generation 
Project (RED-Palawan) which •tarted in 1983, builds o~ these PIADP 'efforts. 

V Baaed on "Promotion of, small-scale and rural i~dutries in f~lawan 
Province, the Philippines" \to be issued - see ,list of refer~nces). 

' '' ' ' ' 

\ 

• 
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It mobil~zes the province•s entrer-reneurial resources, ca11plements the eff~rts 
of the public and private sectors and identities and fills in the gaps in the 
development process through institutionalized support. Through its activities 
in research and project development, the RXD-project mates available relevant 
ec~c information both to investors and extension workers. The training 
and stills development efforts are oriented to existing and potential 
entrepreneurs, the government extension workers. owner/11anagers. production 
workers, and others who contribute to the province's industrialization. The 
project extends technical and 11aoagement services to its clients and 11ates 
business information available to enterprises. 

'Dle overall llaO&ge.ent and design of the RED-project is the 
responsibility of the Institute for Small-Scale Industries of the University 
of the Philippines (UP-ISSI), vbile the implementation of the three major 
progrmme thrusts is shared by the following institutions: UP-ISSI for 
research and project development, training and project 11anagement; PIADP for 
co-ordination and monitoring; the S-11 Business Assistance Center (SBAC) and 
the Rational Cottage Industry Development Authority (NACIDA) under ~Ile 
Ministry of Trade and Industry (Mii) for industrial extension and consultancy 
services. PIADP provides the necessary funding for the implementation of the 
project, drawing on Govenment counterpart funds to the Asian Development 
Bank"• and the European EcOD011ic Com11Unity's development assistance funds 
vbicb 8110unts to about US $85 •illion. 

The following elements in •he RED-project have been realized so far: 

(i) Research and project development: 

- Study of cOlllmlOdity flows and iaarteting of selected cOlmlOdities; 

- Integrated socio-econ011ic and investment potential surveys of 
Palavan; 

- Five-year ca11prehenaive agro-business and rural industry 
development plan for Palavan; 

- Invest.ent profiles of identified potentially viable industries; 

- Study on entrepreneurial potential; 

- Inventory of SSI credit facilities. 

(ii) Industrial promotion: 

- Training progr..-e on entrep-eneurship, 11a11age11ent, skills 
develoJ>.ent, extension service training (total of 273 trainees so 
far); , 

I I 

- Techni~al assistance and proj,ect promotion (total of mor~ than 
100 f i,_. assisted); 

I I 

- Infon111tion diHnin .tion Cb..-ineH newsletter, technology 
bulletins, investor s guide, ,establishment of the Palavan 
Aaro-Industrial T\!•,.nnical Inf,ormation and Aasistance Network). 

(iii), Induatrial develot.;.ent and, support services. 

I I I I I 
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Th~ progra.'!lllle in seeking to facilitate and i~prove the delivery of 
se·:"li•:ec; l.O the tc1rget sector through the format.ion of industry associations. 
lbe proje~t i~ hu1lt on t~c s~tivities of an existing trade and industry 
organization in the provin1_e, the NACIDA Cottage Producers Association of 
Palavan and Puerto Princesa City, Inc. The local businessmen have been 
involved in planning, selection and r.~cruitwient of parti~ipants and 
preparation of training programaes waich has made possible accurate 
identification of training needs and bettP.r programme design and 
iaplementation. 

The progra1111e also encourages co-operation among entrepreneurs on raw 
material sourcing, marketing and credit. One result is the establis~..ment af a 
display and marketing centre. Institutional support services have been 
improved through training programaes for extension workers and networking 
among the Gover119e~t agencies involved. 

No impact evaluation of the project baa been carried out yet. In an 
environ11ent where most of the preconditions for industrialization still have 
to be created. the effects of promotion efforts will only becOllle apparent 
after considerable time. One difficulty is the proper meshing of the 
activities of the various organizations and individuals involved; another is 
the restricted amount of resources available to the agencies. This makes is 
essential that ID8Ximum efficiency is exercized, e.g. by concentrating 
resources on the most promising business activities. The proper and effective 
involvement of the private sector in the project& has proved possible and is 
considered essential for the success: Experience shows that business responds 
better when Government agencies keep a low profile. 

2.5. EVALUATlOI AID SUPPORT ftEASVRES 

The present selection of examples show~ that ,industrial estates 
specially catering for SSI have to be planned with,great care in order to be 
successful. Although the Indonesian and Malaysian,examples have different 
problems, both cases show weak perforaanc-!: !n several key aspects. The 
lessons to be learned from these ex~d·;.;.1ce,; can help rolicy-.akers in 
providing more ea:~;cient co~.:' ~~·_.lities to SSis. 

As has been generally observed.~/ ~~~ustrial 1 estates are particularly 
effective when they are operating in an :'connmy with a fairly high level of 
industrial development and when the esL~tP. caters for medium to large scale 
industries. In such cases an estate can be an important means for relieving 
congestion in metropoli an areas and facilitating the utilization of 
inter-industry linkages, the network of industrial'services and the large 
markets of the metropolis. Thus, a fairly well-developed economic "tissue" is 
normally nee~ed for industrial estates to be fully' effective. 

I I 

On the: other hand indu ;trial estates are unlikely to have major overall 
impact when ,located in areas where infrastructure and industry are &till at a 
relatively l,ow stage of develo~nt, and where industrial services are weak 
and the siz~ of the market is li,ited. 

!/ E.g. UNIDO - The ef f ectivepeas of industrial' estates in develoetng 
count~ies. New York 1978., 
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!he small size and traditional orientation of enterprises presents 
another problem to industrial estates. In most cases such enterprises need to 
be close to the urban market both to acquire inputs and to attract customers. 
The reia:>teness from the urban area thus increases SSI operating costs. The 
presence in a town is especially important in the case of sales: informal 
networks (e.g. the neighbourhood co11111U11ity) also play a role in creating a 
market niche for an SSI producing traditional goods, and such networks may 
help an SSI entreprenur to compete successfully against products from 
elsewhere. In the Ulu Gadut case, the industrial estate was at 10 kilometres 
distance from the town of Padang, and although some of the SSis managed to 
attract customers at the estate, many of them had to continue to be present in 
the town. No significant linkages were developed (or are likely to develop) 
at this estate or between the Pengkalan Chepa estate and Kota Bharu. 

The provision of support and services on the spot is apparently not 
sufficient to counter-balance negative locational aspects of the industrial 
est~te. The presence of cheap coamon facilities is an advantage, but evidence 
shows that these may not always be utilized efficiently. SSls which more or 
less spontaneously have established themselves as a group appear to function 
better. In the case of the Padang Cement Factory, strong linkages exist 
between the large-scale industry and the SSis, and considerable skill and 
know-how is transferred to the small units. An apparent weakness of the 
"foster father" system would seem to be the excessive dependence of the SSis 
on the larger unit. Co-operation among SSis (as in the Kota Gadang case) can 
be benef i:ial in procurement of raw materials and collectively owned machinery 
that can be used as well as for joint transport and marketing. As examples 
frOll Indonesia and other So\Ltheast Asian countries show it is, however, 
difficult to sustain co-operation. While coamon interests within units are 
often based on a family network, the industrial network outside the units 
seems too weak to demonstrate advantages in co-operation. Co-operation is 
most likely to be established in the case of a specific activity - e.g. the 

, bulk purchasing of a certain raw materials, or marketing of similar products. 

551 promotion schemes have of ten been formulated in the context of 
, overall area development programnes. ~ith agricultural production increases 
, SSis can serve growing rural markets and also process an increasing volume of 
1 local raw materials. 

The projects described have not been operating long enough to permit any 
' general conclusions with regard to performance; moreover, their success is to 
' a large extent dependent on the development as a whole. Obviously, SSI 
' development cannot be achieved without a comprehensive ievelopment concept. ' 
' There are many examples of failures of industrial development plans in whictl 
' priority industries were to be established based on local agricultural 
' resources but where these resources were not sufficiently available as a 
' result of badly conceived agricultural policies. Similarly, the absence of 'a 
' sufficiently developed physical and soci'al infrastructure outside major urban 

regions seriously constrains industrial :development. ' 

Integrated area development plans 'can succeed only if various conditio'ns 
are fulfilled. First, development must :be conceived as a network of : 

, interrelated activi~ies and not only as ,a list of projects. Linkages arc to, 
, be conceived both b~tween indW'tries, be,tween the industrial and other secto,rs 
, of the area economy, and with the infras,tructural and educational sectors. 

Integrated developlll4'nt presupposes syste,matic linking and matching also of t,he 
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activities of the various agencies concerned. This in term requires adequate 
provision of qualified personnel and other resources to the agencies. 

To st~engthen 551 development, improvements in infrastructure and human 
resource development and the sti:nulation of agriculture (both as a supplier 
and a market) would hence be crucial. In addition other essential measures 
can be listed: 

- Ass~ssment of the natural resource base for small-scale development 
potential; 

- Analysis of the actual characteristics and potential of the 
constraints faced by SSis in a specific region to serve as a basis for 
tailor-made support services; 

Studies of cOlllOdity flows of /aaon.g the productive units (including 
non~ufacturing sectors) to gauge the linkage potential; 

I 

- eo-.>arative analysis of formalized linkages systems in the various 
countries of a region (e.g. 'foster father' schemes, export production 
villages, ancillarization); 

I 

- Supplementing support schemes to groups of SSis (including SSI 
estates) with entrepreneurship development, marketing and 
tectinical/technology support; 

- Measures to strengthen the know-how transfer to and the contractual 
status of SSis in formal and informal linkage schemPa; 

Tax1 measures favourable to the development of subcontracting (e.g. 
special low VAT rates); 

I 

- Ide~tification of spontaneously-grown SSI clusters for designing 
tai'lor-made support; 

- Concentration on a industrial subsector in estate schemes to enable 
cos't-efficient provision of services and equipment; 

I 

In more developed economies/areas: Provision of sites with basic 
inf'rastructure at points of good access to urban/external markets; 

- Involvement of SSI entrepreneurs' organizations in the design and 
execution of support schemes; 

- Id~ntif ication of and co-operation with networks among SSI 
en~repreneurs; 

I 

- Co~peration between small and medium industries in regions in 
de~eloping countries and regions in developed countries 
(region-to-region co-operation schemes). ' 

I I I II I I 
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3. Enterprise-oriented progra111es 

1/ 
3.1 £1TREPREIEURSHIP AID ftARAGEftEIT DEYELOPftEIT-

In the Philippines, a number of programmes have been implemented during 
t~e last few years to stimulate SSI entrepreneurship and to improve 
~ement. One such scheme has been the Medium and Small Scale Industries 
Co-ordinated Assistance Prograaae (MASICAP) and the Market Information and 
Dire~t Assistance Project (MIDAS} for this purpose. 

I 

I 

, MASICAP was designed to actively seek out entrepreneurs requiring 
suppprt to deal with the complexities of assistance schemes, project 
orgapization and loan requirements, thus enhancing the business potential of 
the SPII sector. The first step was to assess the existing econ0111ic activities 
in a, nUllber of towns and provinces and the potential for expanding them, along 
with, the availability of industrial services and support institutions. On the 
basis of this information, prototype projects WEre formulated and 
entrepreneurs were sought out who, with MASICAP assistance, could be expected 
to carry through these projects. Part of the work was carried out by college 
and university students who thus acquired first-hand experience with 
deveilopment pt<oblems. The experience gained with MASICAP led to the 
formulation of a scheme to improve SSI marketing. MiuAS supp!ied information 
on domestic and export marketing, on buyers and suppliers. Information was 
supp'lemented by training courses for entrepreneurs, and si:c roving marketing 
assistance teams actually served as buyers and sellers. 

' Earlier programnes that were successful, even though their scale and 
time' duration was limited, were the Local Study Mission (LSM) and the Sectoral 
Productivity Association (SPA) progrannes. These were ~oth set up by the 
Prod'uctivity and Development Centce of the Development Academy of the 
Phil

1

ippines. 
I 

' Th•! starting point of LSM progranae was the hypottesis that direct 
info:rmation exchange between rural entrepreneurs and those in the c.lpital 
woul~ help to stimulate the formers' activities. Visits to Manila plants, 
comb,ined with lectures, discussions and workshops, was expected to be a more 
effe,ctive way of transmitting know-how than training of th'! classroom type. 
The ,sharing of experience was considered to be an instructive exer~ise by 
itse,lf. 

I I 

, The project consisted of a series of area and sector;specif ic 
sub~projeccs. Focus was on three industries - the garments, metal,working and 
furniture industries - which dominate the rural SSI sector., First,, a 
preliiminary study was made, whereafter an economic profile ,of the area was 
drawn up, and the need for assistance assessed. Then participants, were 
selected from lists provided by the Small Business Assistance Centres of the 
Minhtry of Trade and Industry. Participants had to belong to the 1 small and 
medi1um business category, show an aptitude fo:- busineH (with increased sales 
as a criterion) and have at least two years of experience in the present 

J/ ' Based on "Promoting smaH-1cale industry in Southeast Asia: Selected 
' bpp6rt schemes in the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia" 

(UNUO/IS.618). 
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business. For know-how transfer, staff me~ers of the Development Academy and 
persons vith experience in the industry branch in question were selected. 
Whenever possible, visits to three factories were planned, a small, 
medium-scale and large one. In this way, participants could be familiarized 
with the different demands at various stages of growth. Altogether, 320 
industrialists (roughly equally divided among the branches) and SS staff 
members of the Small Business Assistance Centres took part in I.SM progranmes. 

An evaluation of the I.SM prograaae in 1980 indicated that production 
macagement had been improved in a number of ways; also, technoiogical 
innovations had been introduced in a number of enterprises. 

It was observed, however, that significant improvements were primarily 
introduc'!d in those enterprises which already poss· 'Ssed relatively 
well-developed techno-managerial capabilities. These relatively large 
e~terprises disposed of more qualified personnel and more resources in general 
to implement the ideas which had emerged in the I.SM. The difference in 
absorptive capacity among enterprises should have been taken into 
consideration from the outset so as to maximize the benefits f r~m the approach 
outlined above. 

Other results of the LSM were the trade and sub-contracting linkages 
that were worked o~t by the entrepreneurs among themselves. These were 
established in two forms: trading and subcontracting arrangements between 
Manila-based enterprises and countryside enterprises; and specialized 
subcontracting among enterprises in a locality. 

The Sectoral Productivity Association (SPA) progranue was a result of 
I.SM activities. I.SM partici~ants, now realizing the usefulness, of collective 
activities, decided to address constraints related to the size of their 
enterprises in the adoption of improvements, e.g. meeting big orders, 
installation of certain production facilities, traini~g, management 
development, etc. I.SM participants were therefore encouraged to form what 
were called "core organizing groups" for the formation of Sectoral 
Productivity Associations. These were area-specific, sector-based 
associations of small and medium scale entrepreneur-managers (e1.g. furniture 
makers in the same locality). It was assumed that they would have very 
specific comDOn concerns that would require and encourage a group approach. 

To help the new SPAs mount substantive activitiee aimed a't upgradinr the 
tecbno-managerial capabilities of the entrepreneur-managers, tile Productivity 
and Development Centre (PDC) undert"ok seminars and workshops j'ointly with the 
SPAs. PDC ai '> assisted SPAs in the formulation of their annual opert.tions 
planG, helpec. identify finan~ial and ,other resources and gener~lly acted as an 
intermediary between SPAs an'1 Goverrm~~mt agencies. It: 

I 

- helped to organize needs ass~ssllN'!nt workshops; 
- identified areas for, externai assistance; 
- formulated action plans; , 
- a11essed support act,ivities of relevant Gc;>vernment age1'cies; 
- established contacts, between,SPAs and the~e agencies; , 
- assisted agencies in' the development of support packages. 

By late 1981, 25 SPA• had been' formed with a total of over 400 members. 
I.tins-term viability proved to be their 111ain problem. Organizing the SSI 

' entrepreneur--nagers wss easy 1 when there was a coaaon, pre11ing problem to be 
I 

I I I 1111 
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addressed. However. once the problem was solved. the interest of the members 
in the association waned and it would take an outside organization like the 
PDC to revive that interest. The associations then became active again for 
the duration of the PDC involvement. The objective of a sustained. 
self-reliant association network could not be attained. 

The more lasting associations ~ere those organized for specific purposes 
e.g. joint purchasing of raw materials or joint ownership of a processing 
facility. In these cases. the associations had a specific continuing concern 
and there were direct gains for members while the actual operation of their 
association demanded little time. 

A scheme somewhat similar to I.SK has been implemented in Indonesia, 
where rural SSI entrepreneurs were brought into touch with more advanced 
iLdustrial enterpris~s in the countryside. The development of such contacts 
is then largely left to the enterprises themselves. The non-directive 
approach seems essential: entrepreneurs are unlikely to benefit from (or even 
accept) directions imposed ~Y outsiders on how to run their enterprises. 

3.2 TECBROLOGY SUP~OIT 

(a) Malaysia e~~.!/ 

Low levels of technology negatively influence both productivity and 
product quality •. To improve technological performance of SSis, and to 
increase overall productivity in key branches like food products, metal 
Working and wood products where small enterprise predominates, the Malaysian 
Government created the Technology Display and Resource Centre (TDRC) at Kuala 
Lumpur. TDRC was to serve as: 
I 

(i) a focal point through which SSis can have access to information (in 
the for11 of b·Joks, periodicals, etc.) on available suitable 
technolag1; 

(ii) a pl~ce where various types of modern machinery can be displafed 
a:~d demonstrated for the benefit of SSI; 

(iii) a provider of consultancy and advisory services to the SSis. 

Specifically, the Centre was given the following tasks: 

(i) upgrading technical knowledge and skills within SSis; 

(ii) upgrading management skills of SSI entrepreneurs; 

(iii) advising SSis on matters regarding the suitability, characteristics 
and s•.\pply of equipment and machinery; 

(iv) advising the SSis on the financing of machinery; 

' 

Baaed on "Promoting small-scale indu1try in Southea1t Alia: Select~d 
11upport 1cheme1 in the Philippines, Thailand and Malaylia" 
(UNIDO/IS.618). 

I II II 
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(v) encouraging the modernization of production techniques so as to 
increase efficiency and thus profitability; 

(vi) upgrading the quality of finished products; and 

(vii) creating a sense of awareness among the general public on the 
contribution of SSI to development. 

As the Centre did not dispose of sufficient funds and specially 
qualified manpower to be able to fully achieve all these objectives, its 
initial activities were concentrated on the following: 

(i) Machinery exhibitions 

Once every three months, the Centre exhibited equipmeLt for a specific 
type of industry. This created an awareness of available technology, its 
costs and potential, among SSI entrepreneurs. These exhibitions focussed on 
the industries in which SSI predominates: food processing and packaging, light 
engineering, wood-working, etc. 

(ii) Study tours 

Study tours were oganized (and paid) by the Centre to enable visits to 
the exhibitions by entrepreneurs from outside of Kuala Lumpur. These visits 
also enabled the entrepreneurs to become familiar with other information 
services of the Centre (lectures, reading matter, film; etc.). To complement 
the study.tours, temporary exhibitions were also organized at Ipoh and Kuantan. 

(iii) Consultancy and advisory services 

These covered a wide range of themes, including: 

- sources of finance and eligibility; 
- choosing the right mix of machinery; 
- identification of business opportunities; 
- project feasibility studies; 
- general management problems; 
- marketing strategies; and 
- planning and control procedures. 

The majority of SSI entrepreneurs tended to seek advice on project 
financing and tbe selection of machinery and equipment, thus indicating the 
two major constraints that impeded the expansion of SSis. 

Lack of personnel, funds and facilities limited the support that the 
Centre was able to give. Moreover, not all equipment suppliers were inclined 
to participate in the exihibitions, ar.d the information provided was not 
always designed to be effective in the Malaysian SSI environment. These 
limitations and its urban location strongly reduced the number of 
entrepreneurs that could be reached by the Centre. 

The services of an agency like TDRC can be much enhanced through 
sy1tematic co-operation with other Government agencies concerned. The 
Standard• and Indu1trial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) is of 
particular intere1t i~ this context:. Since iu establishment in 1975, SIR!M 

• 
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has served as a national nucleus for promoting standardization. certificating 
trade marts, industrial research and other related industrial activities. 
SIRIM, with its wider experience and access to vell-qualif i~ personnel and 
already represented in SSI policy mating could complement the present 
activities of the TDRC. A vital lint to upgrade the level of the SSis and 
increase their contribution towards aanufacturing growth could thus be created. 

roe recent establisbiient of the l!'letal Industry TecbnologY Centre (MITEC) 
within SIRIM should act as a catalyst to improving the technical capability of 
the SSis. MITEC has already contributed towards the illprovement of the SSls 
in metal and light engineering through practical training courses, in the· 
areas of die-mating, pressvort~ welding and electroplating. To complement 
this, SIRIM also provides technical advisory services through its Industrial 
Ell~ension Services Unit, enhancing industry's capacity to produce quality 
products at lli.ni.8'1a cost by using the most appropriate technology. 'lbese 
advisory services cover such areas as production technology, production 
control, production cost and technical information pertaining to factory 
location, •terials handling. storage and •intenance. 

(b) Experience of the Republic of Koreal/ 

Extensive support programmes exist in the Republic of Korea. where the 
Govermaent bas established tbe Technology Support Centre for Small and Medium 
Industries for this purpose. Apart from a transfer of technology deparbaent 
and a service for general technical support. it disposes of specialized 
foundry and precision •chinery centres. Each of these departments assists 
several hundreds .of SIU-entrepreneurs yearly. The Technology Transfer Centre 
bas intensive contacts with Japan, the US and .. jor European 11&11uf acturing 
countries. and also with multilateral organizations such as UNIDO. The 
General Technical Service Section is also involved in ll&D for SMI, in fields 
that have been designated national priorities. 'Ibis type of support takes on 
various forms: 

"One-researcber-for-one-industrial-f ira" support service. ('lbe 
technical support system's version of a ''home doctor".) 

- Development of c~ bottleneck technology in s-11 and •ditm 
industries; 

- Efforts to stimulate an open-door policy in the research laboratories 
of governlle1lt-supported research institutes so that easy access can be 
established for eminent individual inventors and/or small and aediua 
industries. 

A more extensive discussion of Korean IUrD for SMI may be found in section 3.4 
of this Chapter. 

l/ Based on "The Republic of Korea: C0111ercialization of R'D results with 
particular reference to the s•ll and Mdiua industry aector" (PPD.21). 
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l.3 SllALL SCALE IIDVSTll FIIAICIIG 

(a) Thailand.!./ 

Lack of credit is a c011110n constraint of SSis. FrOll the viewpoint of 
com1ercial banks, it is probla11atic to provide credits to the SSI sector. Due 
to ttt-1 vide diffusion of SSis. a great number of Sllall loans would be needed 
and thus increase the cost of providing credit considerably. High failure 
risk, inadequate collateral and poor record keeping are other proble.s. 

In many developing countri~s Governments have stepped in to repl4ce 
private banking as a source of SSI credit. A •jor institution in Thailand 
which allots part of its resources to the solution of the SSI credit proble. 
i& the Industrial Finance Corporation of 'lbailand (IFCT). which specializes in 
.ediUlt- and long-tera financing of fixed assets. Since its inception in 1959, 
IFCT bas financed 382 s11all-scale projects which constitute about 50 per cent 
of IFCT's total oUllber of projects. Io te1'9S of loan 8110unt, small-scale 
projects •ke up 8 per cent of the total. 

In 1984 a special loan unit for small-scale projects was created to 
imple11e11t IFCT's current strategy to strengthen its promotion of small 
industry and regional development. Through a branch network, financial 
services are offered, including long-tera funds for f ixed-as~et acquisition 
and short-tera working capital loans. The target group consists of 
11anufacturing and service units that have net fixed assets below US $265,000, 
and a.wxi .. long-term loan requirement of US $132,500. The interest rate on 
loans is the same as on IFCT's normal loans, which currently stands at 
14.5 per cent per annum. 

By 1986, the loa~ facility had been extended to 104 clients totalling US 
$10.5 •illion. Clients in •nufacturing vere mainly engaged in food 
processing, the production of construction materials. wood products and 
furniture making. 

The export llOdernization prograaae of IFCT was introduced in 1986. This 
financing progr811111e for s .. 11 and medium sized enterprises which initially 
involved 30-40 firms, differs from the small industry lending activity 
described above in three major respects. Firstly, the progra1me has a more 
specific objective. It is intended to enhance the competitiveness of 
export-oriented manufacturing through the l90dernization of production 
facilities and improvements in product quality. work and management systems. 
Secondly, in order to achieve this objective, the progr....e links the 
provision of technical assistance with the provision of financing. not just in 
the project impleaentation phase, but throughout the project cycle. Thirdly, 
since only some US $22 million in foreign and local currencies is available 
for lending and technical assistance (the fo1·eign component is provided by 
Japan), the progr8111De concentrates on selected priority export sectors. 

J/ Baaed on "Pr080tfn1 small-scale industry in Southeast Asia: Selected 
support schemes in the Philippines, Thailand an~ Malaysia" 
(UHIDO/IS.618). ' 
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the largest group for .adernization loans consists of s .. 11 ar.d 
mediua-scale manufacturers/exporters in priority sectors (food processi•'ll• 
metal products, garments, wood products, toys, footwear, rubber goods and 
electronics). The selection is mnde on the basis of fira size c .. xi-...: 
US $1.85 million in net fixed assets) and a 30 per cent share of exports in 
t:>tal sales. Repayments of loans are to be used as a revolving fund for 
further loans. 

the progrmime is based on the preaise that llOdecnization of an 
enterprise should cover all aspects of its operations. and not just be a 
matter of making finance available. The programiie therefore also includes: 

- Basic market research to identify business/product opportunities; 

- the preparation of project studies to comply with the requirements of 
IFCT, and govenm1ent agencies if necessary; 

- Produr.tion management assistance, including product design and quality 
control; 

- Operational management assistance, covering e.g. financial management 
and •rketing. 

(bl Indonesiai/ 

A country which bas been very active in financially supporting SME :s 
Indonesia. the KIK/ICMICP (Sllall Investment Credit/Working Capital Credit) 
prograaae bas since 1974 made hundreds of thousands of s-11 enterprise loans 
averaging a few thousand dollars each. These loans, handled largely by the 
Government-owned ca-ercial banks which dOllinate the banking system, have bad 
a wide regional and rural outreach. They have been fundetl by the Government 
through the central bank and ASKRINDO, the state loan insurance company which 
underwrites the programae's growing bad debts. KIK/KMKP was envisaged as 
supporting new enterprises and particularly industrial ones. In fact, the 
bulk of lending bas been to existing enterprises, and to the banks' favoured 
sector, trade. Since the 1983 reform of the financial system and the decrease 
of further government ~unds, the KIK/KMKP portfolio has hardly increased, in 
sharp contrast to prec~ding years. The banks now regard it as marginal to 
their lending, and unprofitable. 

Savings and loan, associations, though not a very colnOn phenomenon and 
never designed to serve industries as such, have shown more promise. In the 
region, Indonesia prov,ides a number of examples, two of which will be 
mentioned here. In contrast to many credit schemes, they are characterized by 
high interest rates, quick-repayment schedules and low arrears. 

The Indonesia Bank Kredit Kecamatan (BICK) operating in Central !tva is 
in fact a grouping of 'savings and loan associations at the kecamatan or 
sub-district level whi'ch are run by the local authorities and controlled by 
the Development Bank. ' Due to shortages of' competent. banking staff, the model 
has not been successfully transported tc, other paru of the country yet. The 

l/ Based on' "Development of rural amall: industrial enterprise - lessons 
from experience'~, report on joint study by UNDP/ILO/UNIDO and the 
Govenment' of the Netherlands. Vienna, 1988. ' 

' 
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Bank Rakyat lndoneLia (Bl.I). a Government agency. bas initiated a rural 
savings and loan progr-. inspired by the Ill progr-. on a ftry larGe 
scale. It now involves 4 •illion savers and 1.3 aillion borrowers; the latter 
are all very small scale enterpr hes. Fev of the borrowers so far belong to 
the industrial sector. The schealle is not only a numerical success: arrears 
are very lov and the progrume bas a financial surplus. 

In a number of countries. finance (for P.quipment) bas also been aade 
available by technical support -sencies. These credit scbelles have generally 
not been successful. ?be reason bi probably that they bave charged too lov 
interest rates. and have regarded their clients as a favoured group without 
auch regard to their creditworthiness. Since they have also usually been 
based on "outside"' government or external funds, both the progrumes and their 
clients have tended to regard the loans as soaething of a gift. In some cases 
these flaws have been compounded by an exclusive emphasis on fixed asset 
f iaance and by over-centralization of procPdures. On the whole. 
decentralization and direct involvement. such as characterize savings and loan 
associations, seem a mre fruitful approach. It should however be kept in 
aind that countries such as Indonesia have both traditions and long experience 
in this respect. 

1/ 
J.4 PIOIOTIIG 151-

As industry develops. the role of RI.Ii becoaes mre crucial and its 
financial.and.manpover requirements increase. It is especially important for 
developing countries that UJ> is closely linked to the needs of industry; at 
the same tille, the manufacturing sector - and especially SMI - •Y not be in a 
position to find the expertise and funds needed. Government assistance .. y 
thus becoae essential to increue the technological level of the saaller 
industries. 

the Republic of Korea established the Korea Institute of Science and 
Technology (UST) during the second Five-year Pl.an (1967-1971). A special 
aspect of its work vas the transfer and adaptation of te~hnologies for SMI. 
P•ct of the research vas GovernlleDt-sponaored and aade generally available, 
part was carried out under contract with individual enterprises. llST vas 
•rged vith the Korea Advanced Technology Institute of Science to fona Korea 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (IAIST) in 1981, concentrating 
the manpower and resources domestically available for this type of work in a 
single organization. 

Meanwhile, a nUllber of industries (especially larger ones) have 
established their ovn research institutes, assisted by a variety of aeasure~ 
stLodlating private l,D. Of great importance in this context was the , 
Technology Development Proaotion Law, enacted in 1967, providing a fr811eWOr~ 
for various incentives aU.d at reducing the cost of foreign technology 
i9P0rts and of industrie•' in-house R'D work by allowing: reduced tariffs on 
the illport of UJ> equipment; deduction of annual non-capital U.D and 
en1ineering expenditures f rOll taxable incom; accelerated depreciation on 

Based on "The Republic of Korea: eo-rcialization of MrD results with 
particular reference to the ••ll and •db• industry sector" (PPD.21). 

I 
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industrial RI.I> facilities; and a tax credit for investment in facilities for 
Rl.D and engineering wort or commercialization of local R&D results. 
Furtben10re, the lav permits ~ company to set aside as "technology development 
reserve funds" up to 20 per cent of profit before tax in any one year for use 
in its RLD in the following two years. two i.llportant institutions were the 
outcOlle of the increasing trend towards private initiative in R&D. The Korea 
Scientific and Engineering Foundation, established in 19il, provides funds for 
strengthening basic and applied research. In 1981, the Korea Technology 
Development Corporation vas founded to provide venture capital needed to 
pra.>le the foraation of lecimolugy-bas~ enler1»ri&eli. rrDC is largely 
controlled by the Federation of Korean Industries. 

The expanding role of private R'D has left two important tasks to ICAIST: 
it engages in long-term basic research ("seed technology") and it helps SMI to 
acquire and apply relevant new technologies. The total nUllber of research 
project$ contracted up to the end of 1985 was some 4,000, vitb a total value 
of US $140 llillion. A recent evaluation of ICAIST projects shows that those 
involving process innovation were c01111ercially the llOSt successful. Existi~~ 
delllUld for the products incorporating the innovations was generally an 
essential condition for success: there was a relatively high failure rate 
a110ng projects vbere the application of a new technology had been a 80re 
i.llportant consideration than the availability of markets. 

The actual commercialization of ICAIST's R&D in the form of joint 
ventures with private enterprise is handled by the Korean Technology 
Advance11ent Corporation (K-TAC), nov jointly owned by seven research 
institutes closely linked to the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). 

K-TAC's tasks are: 

(i) Collllercialization of research results using tnov-how generated by 
various institutes. Other foreign and domestic technologies can 
also be utilized. 

(ii) Marketing and sales of research results and their related 
industrial rights. 

(iii) Sales of prototype equipmt~~t and by-products of research 
development work. 

(iv) Sponsorship of additional R&D when required. 

(v) Management assistance and market research. 

Over the years, the comp•ny has maintained a group of specialists whose 
expertise is market and feasibility stUdies. Financially, the company 

, operates with a revolving funCI. In principle, an organization like K-TAC can 
·, also be part of a Goverrunen• 'research institute. It is, however, felt that by 

, operating on a coaaercial bas'is its efficiency in i.ntroducing new technologies 
is greatest. 

It is important to I note' that the I recovery period of initial investment 
is quite long with an average' of around 5 years.. K-TAC's experiences so far 
show that the capital gain is' approxiutely equal to the original investment, , i.,. the value of the st~ck d~ubles in :uv~ ,Years. 

I I I 

• 
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K-TAC regularly reviews progress in R,D. When the review uncovers a 
potential c01111ercialization area. the next stage is to conduct a 
prefeasibility study in which a market survey is central. This is often time 
consuaing but most essential in deciding whether the project merits a more 
thorough feasibility study. Approximately one quarter of the projects 
survives this phase. This is followed by .,re detailed analysis where such 
items as initial capital investment and internal rate of return ar~ 
est~ted. After this stage, only about 10 per cent of the original nUllber 
survive to be further pursued. 

It is at about this stage that K-TAC begins its search for a business 
partner. The partner preferrably should have a 1181lufacturing or sales 
experience. The identification of this competent partner probably 1s the 11e>st 
important factor in making the project a success. 

Once the business partner is determined, IC-TAC together vith the partner 
reviews the feasibility in detail. At this stage, they also draft and sign 
such documents as joint venture agreement, technology licensing agreement and 
articles of incorporation of the new company. All details are exa11ined 
carefully including the method and valuation of the stoct when K-TAC decides 
to sell its share to the partner in the future. Financing of the project must 
also be discussed in detail. Normally, it is desirable for the nev company to 
borrow only about half of the total invest11ent required, although up to 70 per 
cent of the funds needed by the business partner can be borrowed frOll MOST, 
repayable in five years. In case K-TAC plans to consider research results as 
a part of equity participation, it is at this ti11e that both partners should 
agree.on the monetary value of the know-bow or patents generated through the 
research. 

Should K-TAC decide to do so, K-TAC can also invite development bants to 
take part in the venture. K-TAC's experience with the development banks has 
been very good as exemplified by the frequent participation of the Korea 
Long-l~ra Bank, (ICLB) (formerly Korea l>P.velopment Finance Corporation) in 
IC-TAC projects. 

The present age being cb&racterized continuous technological innovation, 
the survival and growth of the venture depend heavily on the company's ability 
to abacrb new technology. In all cases of K-TAC's success, KIST and later 
L\IST have continued to support the companies with second and third generation 
technologies to keep up with technology advancement. 

Iaportant factors for successful c0111ercialization according to the 
I 

K-TAC experiences are: 

- thorough and detailed feasibility study; 
I 

- selection of a competent business partner with strong ~ptrepreneurial 
spirit; 

- adequate financial resources; and 

- continuous technology upgrading. 
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J.5 EfALVATIOI AID PROPOSALS FOi &CTIOI 

Direct assistance projects to SSI seea to have functioned best where the 
entrepreneurs themselves bad a state in the projects. Of the examples 
studied~ the Philippine entrepreneur/.anager development scheme vas successful 
in spite of its li•ited scale and ti11e duration because entrepreneurs were 
able to:directly exchange expriences and at a later stage were directly 
responsible for the success of the co-operative activities undertaken to solve 
common problems. Evidence elsewhere in the region supports the notion that 
entrepr~neurship cannot be "produced" by an outside agency. Rather, projects 
should iimit themselves to providing those services that will bring out or 
furtber,develop the entr~preneurial potential which is there while mating it 
clear to participants what the individual and collective gains of intensive 
involvement in the schemes are. It see• that at lover development levels 
forms of association between SSI entrepreneurs are less likely to exist or 
develop1spontaneously, and in such cases there is little sense in ~cting 
too 1111Ch of co-operative projects. Platforms for exchanging experiences with 
otber 1entrepreneurs. however, can be very useful, and these may introduce the 
notion among entrepreneurs that COllmOD problems may be solved by COllmlOn 
activities. 

'Generally speaking, special credit program1es for SSis have not 
functioned well at lower development levels; at higher development levels they 
may beco.e in part redundant as SSI access to formal banking improves. For 
specific sections of SSI with good market prospects, credit schemes may then 
still 'be useful, and they are 110re likely to succeed because enterprise 
management will bave improved considerably. 

I I 

1
For small-scale industries especially in rural areas, co-operative 

savi~s:and credit schemes •Y be a better way to provide finance. There are 
two r~8'ons for this. One is the general argument of giving the entrepreneur 
a sta~e, in the successful functioning of a scheme. The other is the lower 
cost qf,credit provision. As indicated above, the cost of providing a 
multi~~e of small loans in dispersed locations. and of 1K>11itoring the 
payback, can be very high indeed. There is also the shortage of competent 
banking, or credit progr....e staff ~o be reckoned with. This does not mean 
that there sbo\lld be no diffusion of banking to rural areas. However, this 
bas to be a long-term process. depending on the growth of rural prosperity, 
the availability of more staff at the banks {itself partly dependent on 
overall 1 educational improvements) and last but not least a change in attitude 
among1bankers: their reluctance to provide credit to SSis and rural areas 
{even 1if obliged to do so under credit reservation schemes) is in part a 
consequence of an urban/large enterprise perspective which can only be partly 
justified on economic grounds. 

'The stimulation of savings and credit C0-094!ratives will have to take 
into account socio-cultural backgrounds. Their widespread occurrence e.g. in 
Indonesia can in part be ascribed to the existence of traditional rotating 
credit associations. Where such traditions are absent, it may prove extremely 
difficult to introduce co-operation in financial matters. 

I I 

'The Malay1ian experience point• to another problem, that of technology 
support': inforation, training couraes and equipment demonstration may not 
wort Under circU11Stance1 which are typical for SSI• in a •pecif ic region or 
indus~ry. Designing proper: information and:t~aining methods, and the riaht 
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choice of technology - if necessary adopted to thE local environment - thus 
beca11es essential for efficient support to SSis. The accessibility of 
technology support institutions in the 111ajor ur;,an centres may often be a 
problem for the small entrepeneur located elsewhere in the country; even if he 
is enabled to travel to the city for training or information, he may be 
reluctant to leave his business unattended. This has, e.g •• been one of the 
drawbacks of the Malaysian scheme. In the present case. the limited resources 
available may have been decisive in locating the scheme in the national 
capitzl. Again (and this has been noticed in many other technical support 
units located in capitals or major towns), ther~ may be a reluctance on the 
part of staff to operate in the more remote areas. where facilities and living 
conditions are likely to be far inferior to those in the cities. If SSI is to 
be a major factor in decentralized development, then its support services 
should also be decentralized to the extent that this is economically justified. 

With regard to technology advancement and the SSI sector, the Korean 
experience is interesting. Although. in comparison to many other Asian 
developin~ countries. the Republic of Korea's industry is fairly advanced, the 
lessons c · the country's coanerci~lization/promotion schemes can be useful in 
designing support for the future growth of the more sophisticated SSis in 
other countries. Keeping abreast of technical development is after all 
essential to remain competitive. The Korean case is distinguished by very 
intensive co-operation with private enterprise and a strongly client-centred 
approach. Even if a certain development level may be needed to make the joint 
venture form in which technology is transferred feasible, this basic attitude 
is valuable in other cases as well. 

In many cases, the various types of assistance discussed above are 
supplied in package form by one agency. Although this principle offers the 
advantage of co-ordinated all-round support, practice has shown a number of 
shortcomings. First, the rather complex operations necessitate a fairly large 
organization which will tend to be located in a major city; the same 
disadvantages for SSI in rural or other marginal areas as outlined above 
apply. Organizational complexity may also result in rigid hierarchies and 
bureaucratization, while great flexibility (and if necessary the abandonment 
of inefficient individual programmes) is essential for successful support. 
Third, the institution as a whole will only function efficiently if all 
separate services function properly and are meshed with each other. Given the 
resource constraints that of ten exist and the tendency for specialists to work 
in isolation from each other, the likelihood is fairly great that 
institutio!Ull performance will be uneven. 

These criticisms notwithstanding, direct support to SSI has contributed 
to its development in many ways. To strengthen the impact of direct 
assj~tance on SSI development, the following policies and measures are 
suggested: ' 

rationalization and co-ordination of support agencies and: prograaaes 
after thorough analysis of their present performance; 

' ' 

- improved acceas to support through ~ecentr~iiza~ion (to t~e extent 
posaible ~ithout losa of efficiency,) and a~mplif ied admin,istrative 
procedures; 

' 

- more careful aasessment of SSI needJ and c~seq~nt adapt~tion of 
support p~ograames; 

' 

' ' ' 
I II I 

' ' ' 
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involvement of existing organizations of SSI entreprene•irs in st•ch 
assessments and progra1111es; 

encouragement of interaction between SSI entrepreneurs to stimulate 
the emergence of co-operative networks; 

increased involvement of retired small and :medium industry managers 
from developed countries as business consu~tants in bilateral and 
multilateral support schemes; 

improving society's image of SSI and the s~lf-perception of 
entrepreneurs (e.g. by publicizing "success stories"); 

increasing the understanding of SSI problems among agency and bank 
personnel; 

assessment of for11al sector banking credit 1reservation schemes for SSI; 

analysis of i~for11al credit systems and possibilies of harnessing 
these for S~I tevelopment; 

monitoring trends in technology with possible SSI applications and 
improving information dissemination of tectinological issues with a 
view to long-tena dynaa~c SSI development; 1 

improving access of SSI to applied technical research; 
I 

where technical support resources are limited: exploration of 
possibiliti~s of mobile assistance teams; and 

I 

stimulating increased enrolment in vocatio~l training schemes and 
technical colleges and adaptation of their :c·.irriculae to industrial 
needs. 



................ ----------------------------------~~~-- - -
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